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Meeting ReviewStructural Biology:
Alive and Skiing
and answer sessions following these talks were quite
tense and pregnant with connotation.
Ribosomes were not the only molecular machines on
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Rockefeller University
New York, New York 10021 display, however. In fact, the most interesting portion
of Tom Steitz’s keynote lecture did not concern the
ribosome at all, but rather a new structure of T7 RNA
polymerase, which captures the enzyme in an elonga-
Structural biologists of all shapes and sizes gathered tion complex. The N-terminal domain has undergone a
recently in Breckenridge, Colorado to discuss recent dramatic conformational change relative to its structure
developments in the field. If we are to believe what during initiation, and now forms a tunnel that encloses
they said, the future of structural biology is very bright. the RNA transcript, elegantly explaining the processivity
of the enzyme. Steve Harrison presented a number of
structures of various components of the reovirus parti-
It is a difficult thing to ask a group of people to drop a cle, and in doing so challenged Steitz in the amount of
wad of cash in exchange for a week in a winter paradise, molecular weight discussed per minute. Of particular
and then expect them to do anything other than ski. interest was the structure of the large viral polymerase,
This is the central problem of the Keystone Symposia which revealed a “bracelet” domain that effectively acts
and the one faced by the organizers of the recent “Fron- as a covalently attached processivity clamp. His group
tiers in Structural Biology” conference, which took place has also identified a binding site for the 5 RNA cap
at the Beaver Run resort in Breckenridge, Colorado, structure on the surface of the polymerase, which pre-
on January 5–10. The organizers (John Kuriyan, Mike sumably enables the enzyme to hold on to one end of the
Summers, and Bill Weis) took this issue to heart, and RNA as it is being replicated, an important organizational
put together a meeting that might have kept Alberto feature within the tightly packed virus particle.
Tomba indoors. The conference managed to capture Lectures on protein and nucleic acid folding also fo-
not only the best of structural biology today, but gave cused on larger, more complicated systems. Using opti-
its participants a glimpse of where the field was poised cal tweezers, Carlos Bustamante and members of his
to go in the coming years. In this review I will try to give lab have analyzed the energetics of mechanical unfolding
a sense of the major themes of the meeting, highlighting for the multidomain group I intron at the single molecule
a few interesting examples. There were far too many level. On the protein side of the fence, Art Horwich dem-
excellent talks than there is space to recount them, and onstrated how the GroEL/ES complex could refold pro-
I apologize to those I have left out. teins too large to fit into its central cavity. Horwich also
A significant portion of the meeting was devoted to discussed preliminary NMR experiments aimed at ad-
the structural analysis of complex molecular machines. dressing the dynamic properties of the GroEL/ES sys-
There was, of course, a healthy dose of ribosome struc- tem. Needless to say, it was impressive to see 15N-1H
ture. Venki Ramakrishnan gave an excellent talk on the spectra of a complex this size.
small subunit of the bacterial ribosome that focused Protein misfolding was also discussed, with particular
on the central problem of mRNA decoding. His crystal emphasis on the formation of pathological amyloid ag-
structure of the small subunit in complex with mRNA gregates. In his keynote address, David Eisenberg es-
has revealed a conformational switch involving minor tablished some intriguing parallels between standard
groove recognition of the codon-anticodon helix by two domain swapping and the formation of amyloid. He went
highly conserved adenines. Jennifer Doudna presented on to suggest that localized structural changes, rather
recent work on the hepatitis C virus internal ribosome than global refolding of the protein, was sufficient in
entry site (IRES), a large RNA that binds to the small most cases to generate amyloid fibrils. In a departure
subunit of eukaryotic ribosomes and enables the trans- from standard amyloid lectures, Susan Lindquist pre-
lation of viral genes. In collaboration with Joachim Frank, sented evidence that the yeast PSI prion is actually
Doudna’s lab has produced EM images revealing that beneficial under certain conditions. Referring to PSI as
IRES binding induces a large conformational change in a “protein-based genetic element,” Lindquist definitely
the small subunit that may potentiate the proper place- put a kinder, gentler face on protein misfolding.
ment of the mRNA transcript. And what would a ribo- Macromolecular dynamics was perhaps the most per-
some session be without some healthy debate over the vasive theme in this meeting. An appreciation for the im-
origins of its catalytic power? Tom Steitz and Ada Yo- portance of dynamics and flexibility was explicitly or im-
nath presented two different structures of the large sub- plicitly evident in studies ranging from molecular
unit from two different strains of bacteria, and disagreed dynamics simulations of the Kcsa potassium channel
as to the chemical significance of a highly conserved (Benoit Roux) to the regulation of folding transitions in
adenine within the peptidyl transfer site. The question the WASP signaling protein (Mike Rosen). Dorothee
Kern’s analysis of the bacterial response regulator NtrC
provided an especially striking example of protein dy-Correspondence: husem@stanford.edu
namics at work. Activating phosphorylation of an aspar-Present address: Department of Biological Sciences, Stanford Uni-
versity, Palo Alto, California 94305. tate within NtrC is correlated with a conformational
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change in a regulatory  helix. Kern has been able to
demonstrate that, in the unphosphorylated state, the 
helix is in rapid equilibrium between active and inactive
conformations, and that phosphorylation acts by stabi-
lizing one side of this equilibrium. While many believe
that functionally important equilibria of this sort exist,
they are very rarely visualized this clearly.
The long arm of dynamics has also touched the field
of protein design. Homme Hellinga has exploited ligand-
induced conformational change to turn bacterial sugar
binding proteins into novel biosensors. By coupling
computational design with functional assays on the
bench, his lab has generated, among other things, a
fluorescent biosensor for TNT (the explosive, not the
cable channel). Jim Wells discussed an intriguing design
strategy that exploits the inherent flexibility of protein
hotspots to find small molecule inhibitors. Called
TETHER, the strategy targets a library of thiol-bearing
drug fragments to the appropriate protein surface via
placement of a cysteine residue on that surface. The
low-affinity binders generated by TETHER have been
linked together or chemically elaborated to produce
promising lead compounds. Crystal structures reveal
that the targeted hotspots undergo extensive conforma-
tional changes to accommodate the small molecules,
implying that traditional drug design based on a static
protein structure would not have been successful.
The “Frontiers” conference was held concurrently
with the “Structural Genomics: From Gene Sequence
to Function” symposium, and there were a few joint
sessions. This was enough to give the participants of
the “Frontiers” meeting a flavor for certain interesting
genomics angles without an exhaustive discussion of,
say, target selection. Some believe that the advent of
structural genomics has meant the end of structural
biology. The quality of the “Frontiers” meeting demon-
strated that this is entirely untrue. In fact, it rather ap-
pears that structural genomics has forced structural bi-
ologists to become better scientists. For years, many
of us have paid lip service to the importance of a multi-
disciplinary, problem-oriented approach while secretly
scouring the databases for new structural targets. This
meeting, which featured crystallographers doing cell
biology, theoreticians doing benchwork, and experi-
mentalists doing calculations, was testament to the fact
that we have entered a new, more holistic phase in the
development of structural biology.
So the next time a crystallographer tells you structural
biology is dead, you may rest assured that he is lying,
probably to protect his job. Structural biology is alive
and well. I have seen it.
